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Bar Urca 

"Beers by the Bay"

Too few of Rio's eating and drinking spots make the most of the city's

extraordinary natural beauty, but Bar e Restaurant Urca is one place that

really utilizes its location's potential to the full. Meals and drinks are

prepared inside the restaurant itself, while tables and chairs are situated

across the road, right by the waves. Colorful bobbing fishing boats

complete the scene, as drinkers and diners relax in this tranquil

neighborhood. Urca serves good, traditional Brazilian meals (including a

Saturday feijoada), and there's also a good range of bar snacks and light

meals – the cod balls and the seafood soup are both delicious.

 +55 21 2295 8744  www.barurca.com.br/  contato@barurca.com.br  Rua Cândido Gaffrée 205,

Rio de Janeiro
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Alfaia 

"A Fishy Portuguese Fare"

Located on Rua Inhangá, Alfaia has been charming the locals and tourist

since its establishment in 1989. Offering traditional Portuguese cuisine,

highlighting an obvious indulgence in seafood, the restaurant is always

busy with people waiting to taste the exquisite fare. If you're craving some

flavor-rich codfish or want to experiment with catch of the day, Alfaia

wont disappoint you!

 +55 21 2236 1222  www.restaurantealfaia.co

m.br/

 contato@restaurantealfaia.

com.br

 Rua Inhangá 30, Rio de

Janeiro
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Satyricon 

"Seafood Paradise"

Satyricon has been a delight to seafood lovers since its opening in 1983.

The seafood here is simply superb, especially the lobster, shrimp and

squid, which is grilled and served with memorable sauces. Choose your

fish, lobster and crab from the counter that is caught fresh and get ready

for a delish meal. They do have a small section in their menu for meat

eaters and vegetarians in the form of risottos and pastas. Pair your dishes

with a wine from their wine cellar which boasts more than 500 labels of

vinos. The restaurant is large, pleasant and always full, and is one of the

preferred places of artists, businessmen and politicians

 +55 21 2521 0627  www.satyricon.com.br/  reservas@satyricon.com.br  Rua Barão da Torre 192, Rio

de Janeiro
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Zuka 

"Contemporary Dining"

Zuka offers a smart but relaxed dining experience without pretension

either in the restaurant itself, nor on the menu. The lunchtime menu

changes regularly but the reassuringly ever-present burgers are some of

the best you will find anywhere in Rio. By night as the mood changes and

the lights dim, complimentary starters of soup shots' get this started

nicely. Excellent seafood, pastas and risotto make Zuka an excellent

destination on a street that isn't short on options.

 +55 21 3205 7154  www.zuka.com.br  Rua Dias Ferreira 233 B, Rio De Janeiro
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Restaurante Siri - Ilha do

Governador 

"Bounties from the Sea"

Restaurant Siri prides itself in being one of the best in the city to offer

delicious seafood. Guests can expect sumptuous meals prepared with

fresh catch from the sea. The walls of the restaurant are painted in bright

shades of orange and yellow, creating a vibrant ambiance. With multiple

branches in Rio, this one is located on Ilha do Governador, popularly

known as Governador Island. It is in close proximity to the international

airport and makes for a wonderful pit-stop before entering the city.

 +55 21 2462 1962  www.restaurantesiri.com.br/  Praia do Galeao 1, Ilha do Governador,

Rio de Janeiro
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